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Connecting The Mantis To Scratch

The ScratchME app contains Scratch projects which will 
automatically connect to the Climate Sensor just by clicking 
on the green flag. The user does not have to worry about 
creating scripts to connect to the Climate Sensor if they’d 
rather not do so.

The ScratchME app has the ability to connect a single sensor 
to many Scratch projects. This has the following advantages:

• A dedicated project can be run to connect to the Mantis 
Climate Sensor and monitor the connection. If the 
connection fails, it can be restarted in the connection 
project without affecting any other running data collection 
projects.

• Data from a single Climate Sensor can be shared amongst 
many projects. For example, one project can monitor the 
weather data while another monitors the battery level.

In the following examples we will:

• Connect several projects to a single Climate Sensor.

• Create a new project which will automatically be connected 
to the existing data stream.

• Create a standalone project and import the Mantis 
Connection Sprite which already contains the Climate 
Sensor connection script.



Example 1: Connect to the Climate Sensor

1. Click on the Mantis CS Connector Project. It will open in a 
new  browser tab: 

2. Turn on the Climate Sensor by holding down the button 
once. The green light should come on and start flashing.

3. When ready to connect, click the green flag on the Mantis 
CS Connector project. It will start scanning for Climate 
Sensor devices:



Example 1: Connect to the Climate Sensor

4. Once the scanning has started, tap the Climate Sensor 
button once. This will advertise to the Mantis CS Connector 
Project and the connection pairing process will begin. The 
speech bubble will give status on the connection process:

5. The Climate Sensor will indicate it has connected. If you 
wish to connect a second Climate Sensor, you can do so, 
otherwise, you can ignore it. Note that the second 
Climate Sensor is not scanning unless you click on it.

6. You should see the data streaming into CS #1. You now 
have a live connection!

7. Return to the Climate Sensor project page (on the 
previous tab) and open up the “Weather Grapher” 
project:



Example 2: Plotting Weather Data

In the “Weather Grapher” project, simply click on the green 
flag:

The project automatically receives data because it has access 
to the Climate Sensor #1 data stream.

The Climate Sensor data is being graphed in real time. Data is 
passing by quite quickly and it while this is a good test of the 
device connection, one cannot observe weather data trends 
for the day. 

To slow down the graph go into the stage sprite and change 
the number of seconds to wait between readings from 0 to 
300 (5 min):



Example 3: Exploring Solar Power

With the two previous projects running, you can monitor the 
battery consumption in a third project. Go to the Mantis 
Climate Sensor project page and open the  “Solar Charge 
Climate Sensor Battery” project:

Just click the green flag and it will connect and start plotting 
the data stream from Climate Sensor #1:



Example 3: Exploring Solar Power

Use the slider in the upper right corner to adjust the graph 
plotting rate:  

This project is useful to correlate the sun intensity with the 
battery charge level to determine if your solar panel 
produces enough power to run your Climate Sensor 
continuously.  Shown below is a 13W solar panel connected 
to the Climate Sensor and the graph of the battery level over 
several days:



Putting it All Together

With several projects running simultaneously in separate 
browser tabs, it is possible to create a control panel which 
monitors all of the Climate Sensor activities:

Note: From this configuration, it would be easy to start up 
the second Climate Sensor and then start up the “Indoor / 
Outdoor Weather Grapher”:  



Example 4: Building a Project from “Scratch” 

We will build a Climate Sensor project that will:

• Connect to the Climate Sensor

• Plot weather data

• Log the data to a file in .CSV Excel spreadsheet format.

This example will show how to build a new project by 
importing sprites, thus saving time by not having to build 
your own scripts.

Click on the “Browse Pre-Built Sprites” button. It will open up 
a new page:



Example 4: Building a Project from “Scratch” 

Click on each “Get the Sprite” button. This will start a 
download of each sprite file. 

Open a new project by clicking on “Create New Project”:

Import these sprites into your new project using the “Upload 
Sprite from File” button:



Example 4: Building a Project from “Scratch” 

Select the sprite files:

Congratulations! You saved yourself a lot of coding:

You can hide or shrink the sprites as you see fit.



Example 4: Building a Project from “Scratch” 

Now we have to load the extension so that the red 
“undefined” blocks become recognized:

Click the “Load Experimental Extensions” button and load the 
pre configured extension:

All should be good now. Ignore the “Extension Problem” 
message.



Example 4: Building a Project from “Scratch” 

Put in the sensor block you wish

to plot. Light is good because it

changes fast and you can see a 

reaction:

You’re ready to hit the green flag:


